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Don't do these things when you get behind the wheel

Driving a motor vehicle is a dangerous business,so please,don’t do these things when you
want to keep from becoming the cause of an accident :
Don’t drive under the influence of drugs and alcohol because the majority of traffic-related
deaths are caused by drunk drivers.Don’t drive tired because when your body needs sleep, it's
going to get it, one way or another.. the result isn't usually pretty. Never speed and remember
that the faster you go, the more likely you'll hurt badly.Don't be a distracted driver :turn off the
cell phone while you're driving,texting and driving, eating and driving, and all other activities
that take drivers' eyes and minds away from the road .
Don’t drive too fast when the weather gets bad. Never forget to wear a seat belt because such
an easy thing certainly makes cars safer.
Adapted from : http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/features/a4418/feature-the-9-most-dangerous-things-drivers-do/

Read the text then do the following activities :
Part One (14 points) : A/ Reading Comprehension:(07 points)
Activity 1: Choose a,b,c or d to complete the following sentences :

( (02 Pts.)

1/ In the text,the author is giving……. .
a)directions b)advice
c)opinion
d)instructions
2/ The writer is talking about the ……. of road accidents.
a)problems b)solutions c)causes
d) effects
Activity 2: Read the following statements and write :True,False or not mentioned :

( 03 Pts.(

1/ Drunk drivers never cause accidents.
2/ Using the mobile while driving is very dangerous.
3/ A big number of road accidents is caused by young drivers.
Activity three: Lexis :

(02 Pts.)

a/Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following:
fatigued =……..

consequence =…………

b/Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:
slower ≠-----------

difficult ≠ -----
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B / Mastery of Language: (07 points)
Activity One: Spot the mistakes and write the corrected sentence on your answer sheet : (02 Pts.)

Every yaer,1,3 million people died in road accidents and 20 to 50 million are injures
or disabled ,so we mast stop that now.

Activity Two: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets :

(03 Pts.)

1/ If they ( to drive) carefully,they (to have) fewer accidents.
2/ The number of car accidents deaths ( to grow) now.

Activity Three: Find in the text four words that have the following sounds :
/ ai / hi
1/…………………….
2/……………………

(02 Pts.)

/ ei / way
1/…………………….
2/……………………

Part Two : Written Expression :

(06 Pts.)

You certainly lived, witnessed(saw) or heard about a terrible car accident.
In a composition of (8 to 10 lines), write about :
 what happened
 your opinion about road accidents
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